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Mani Irani 
Shtrughna "Kumar"  Ghildial 
Mandali Hall, Meherazad, India 
January 26, 1980 
44:30 

Content 
Mani recalls the waves of purity that seemed to escape from Baba. [This is a recurring 
theme with her, a poignant memory that she shares often in these tapes] 

Mani recalls the last time Baba walked over to his chair, the chair that Harry Kenmore had 
brought. Mani was set to read to Him, and the book was a Rex Stout that had been read to 
Baba before. Baba's eyes were closed, sitting in the chair, and after a while Baba began 
snoring. He seemed particularly to be resting. The moment Mani stopped, Baba snapped 
his fingers and said, "Why did you stop?" Baba said, "I heard everything." I was naughty, 
and said, "What did I read, Baba." Baba told me in gestures what I had read. Again it 
happened. All gestured to each other that it might be right to stop as he was 
obviously resting. Baba said, "Remember, even if my eyes are closed, go on reading." At 
the time I took the gesture to mean reading, but now I think it meant, "Go on talking to 
me. I always listen.” 

____________________________ 

Mani Irani 
Shtrughna "Kumar"  Ghildial 
February 9, 1980 

Content 
Mani recalls listening to the radio over breakfast, with Baba, mostly listening to the Voice 
of America radio station for news. 

You could really apply the word "laughter" to Baba, even though there was no sound. I 
recalled times when Baba was spontaneously amused by incidents that just happened. 
One of these: When the men were traveling in a car with Baba on a mast trip, and they 
had stopped under a tree, and it was nearby a place where many people were gathered, 
and perhaps this was why they had stopped, since Baba did work sometimes around 
collections of people. The persons were at a shrine bowing down. Suddenly Eruch saw 
Baba laughing, enjoying something so much. He looked at Baba and asked, What's so 
funny?" Baba said, "Look at that man. He’s bowing down to his own grave." 

In 1936, I had to be in Bombay for dressings for a mastoid operation and I was there with 
mother, who disliked Bombay. Baba came to visit and took Mani out in the car, to go to 
the seashore. The one who was driving wasn't there at the time, just Mani and Baba and 
Baba pointed out a Parsee woman by the sea who was following a Hindu tradition. In their 
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tradition, they throw a coconut into the ocean for a ceremonial reason. But the lady 
couldn't get rid of the coconut, because the tide, the waves, kept bringing it back to shore, 
and though she flung it many times, it never ceased coming back to her. Baba began 
laughing, and pointed out the woman's struggles. 

[The coconut, Mani explained, is a symbol for the mind, and the ceremony is about 
throwing one's mind away, throwing it at His feet. Flowers are also symptomatic of the 
same sort of sacrifice, sacrificing ourselves.] 

Baba made a gesture.  Baba said to Mani that it is futile to throw away the mind, futile to 
throw the coconut. 

We have all this love here that we share, but suppose authentically that we were to have 
the knowledge that there was a living perfect master. Would we all go to him? I hope not. 
We have Baba here. When people talk of planes, experiences, sanskaras, we don't know 
what they mean. What is it? We have found the one with the key, so "Be mine and you will 
get there." But we are just holding onto him because he is who he says he is. [Bogies 
holding coal, garbage, gold, just remain attached to the engine] Distractions are  
nnecessary. He is here. What do we have to do with past lives? So what? I miss every 
opportunity to surrender myself to him if I spend time thinking about those things. He is 
like a magician and the real trick is done with the hidden hand. 

In 1969, the most heart-warming experience was when Baba's children kept their date 
with God. Every now and then, buses would come to Meherabad or Meherazad and 
return the same evening. All those buses had to come by Guruprasad  bungalow. We 
would stand out to greet the pilgrims going to Meherabad and Meherazad. We waited a 
half hour for the return of the buses so we could wave them back to Poona. When it 
drizzled, we would wait by the light so the pilgrims could see the mandali waiting for their 
return. One day the light failed, but there was a wedding next door, and the lights from 
that wedding, which had a light show, were going off, very entrancing. The pilgrims 
looked our way, toward and at Guruprasad, and they didn't even see the lights from the 
wedding. Mani found that symbolic, that the Westerners had done well to ignore the 
flashing lights from the wedding and look at Guruprasad instead. 

"Why think about sanskaras? Even blinking an eye creates sanskaras. Think about Me 
instead," Baba once said to Mani. 

There are still one or two coconut palms growing on Meherazad property, and there were 
more in Baba's time. Baba liked the coconut water from those coconuts. 

One year it rained pretty heavily, and there were leakages in the buildings, and mold was 
forming on some of the papers.  This was a little reminiscent of Ceylon at the times they 
spent with Baba there. 

Perspective: We see this and think, "This is it." But Baba told us that there is more, and we 
should just hold on to him rather than seek it. 
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There were well-to-do followers of a Hindu perfect master at one time, and the Master 
went to their place once. Just like Baba, the master would talk about life trivia. The son of 
the house showed the Perfect Master his books. "Geography? You know your subjects very 
well. Show me India." The boy does it. "Show me Bombay." The boy attempts, though the 
map scale is only good enough to indicate its general location. "Show me your father's 
house." Not possible -- the map doesn't have the scale for it. 

[Mani reads notes from her diary about the day to day experience of being with Baba.] 

Mani narrates some fragments about trip planning, obedience and other details of various 
activities that Baba dictated and she recorded in a diary. 

Irene Billo's mother had died, and Baba said that the mothers and fathers of many mandali 
would die that year. 

They received a letter with Donkin's permit to go to Ceylon. Ratashah the devotee was 
working out things for them. Baba said, "Ceylon is beautiful and there is a spiritual 
atmosphere. I need an ideal bungalow nearby, near the ocean, and Norina will go to get 
the old lady who owns one of them to let us have it. 

Baba arranged for Chatti Baba to be fed while he was away, as otherwise he would have 
been doing it himself. Baba scolds the Westerners for misbehaving, expressing their love 
ineffectively. "Do what I want you to do, not what you want to do. You can't please both 
self and me simultaneously. I let you do what you want sometimes. I tell you, 'don't fight, 
don't criticize,' but you do what you do. Now you must stay with me, and try better. 
Yesterday Elizabeth left me in car, but didn't leave it in the shade. An Englishman came to 
me in the car as I was waiting for you all at the passport office, and asked me if I was 
Meher Baba. I affirmed that I was, and he told the Celanese with him to bow down to me, 
as I was a great man. They did so." 

[tape ends]   
 


